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By build 5354, 5 wallpapers were added, as well as a handful of new sample images. Once again, the
Starter SKU wallpaper set was updated, with the image of the glaucous owl being moved to the set

from the Indian Starter version. The second image was also replaced. With the release of Build 5317,
the samples were reduced to 10 from the previous 15. Following the release of Build 5321, the

remaining 5 wallpapers were reduced to 3, a move that only brought 5 wallpapers into the game
from all of Vista, and also returned the default wallpapers to being 4:3. It would seem to me that this

is to make room for new wallpapers, but the idea of reducing the samples at the last minute, does
not sit right with me, but that is a subject for another post. Following this change, the sample images
were again changed, as more specific wallpapers were selected. The image of the honeylocust tree

changed to simply 'honey tree', while the images of Lake Saranac and the prairie were both changed
to images from the Canadian version of XP. Starting with build 5365, the Vista build numbers were

moved down to the previous number plus 100, by the time they would reach 5384, they would
become the build number of the next build number, with the Vista build becoming the current build,
the following build being the 5385, and so on. However, something changed after build 5365; I don’t
know what it is, but the next twenty images here are all 1250x1024 instead of the 1600x1200 that
the previous art would have made you expect. However, for some reason, the background would

become much clearer starting with build 5366, even though the sharpness is at the high end of the
scale, and even though the general hue is blue instead of white (the next image has a white

background).
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windows vista also includes new features such as: intelligent indexing - windows vista uses an
intelligent indexing engine to optimize the indexing and searching of files, and the installation

process. by using intelligent indexing, windows vista will more effectively search for, and restore
files. multi-threaded compilation - this feature provides significant performance benefits on 64-bit
versions of windows vista for all programs that use the microsoft windows api. reduced memory
footprint - by using the data execution prevention (dep) and other security features, the memory

footprint of the windows vista operating system is smaller than previous versions of windows.
themes - windows vista includes a new system that allows users to personalize their desktop with

different themes. user account control (uac) - this feature helps to provide a unified and consistent
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user experience across all of the desktop applications in windows vista. windows vista is the second
member of the windows nt family of operating systems to be released. it is developed by the

microsoft windows engineering group in redmond, washington. microsoft released the first pre-
release build of windows vista in august 2003. it is the first os in the windows nt family to support

64-bit computing. this allows a 64-bit processor to support more than 4gb of memory, but it does not
provide native support for the hardware-assisted virtualization of memory used by windows server
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